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Background  

Tropical forests cover about 1,680 million ha: 920 million ha in tropical South and Central 

America, 490 million ha in Africa and 270 million ha in tropical parts of Asia and the 

Pacific. Dense evergreen forests account for 720 million ha, dense semi-deciduous 

forests cover 590 million ha and dry land forests cover 240 million ha. At the end of the 

1990's, there were 65 million ha of secondary forest in tropical South and Central 

America, 90 million ha in Africa and 87 million ha in tropical parts of Asia. This resource, 

although very important in many countries as a source of wood fibre, represents one of 

the most serious challenges for forest managers and policy-makers. 

 
Deforestation is a contributor to global warming and is often cited as one of the major 

causes of the enhanced greenhouse effect. Tropical deforestation is responsible for 

approximately 20% of world greenhouse gas emissions. According to the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change deforestation, mainly in tropical areas, 

could account for up to one-third of total anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions. But 

recent calculations suggest that carbon dioxide emissions from deforestation and forest 

degradation (excluding peat land emissions) contribute about 12% of total 

anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions with a range from 6 to 17%. According to the 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) secretariat, the 

overwhelming direct cause of deforestation is agriculture. Subsistence farming is 

responsible for 48% of deforestation; commercial agriculture is responsible for 32% of 

deforestation; logging is responsible for 14% of deforestation and fuel wood removals 

make up 5% of deforestation 

 

Here in Nigeria, between 1990 and 2000, the country lost an average of 409,700 

hectares of forest, equal to an average annual deforestation rate of 2.38%. Nigeria has 

the world's highest deforestation rate of primary forests according to revised 

deforestation figures from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

(FAO).  

The Project; “Enhancing the Effective management of Osasimwionba Forest Reserve by 

Community Women” which was implemented in Osasimwionba Community located in 

Ovia North-East Local Government Area of Edo State is in line with CREDC’s goal to 

ensures that people have access to safe and healthy environment and that 

environmental resources are managed in the most sustainable way to achieve socio-

economic development of our communities especially the rural communities. The 

objectives of this project includes to create awareness on the negative environmental 

consequences of lumbering activities and indiscriminate felling of trees in 

Osasimwinoba Community, to build Capacity of local community women of 
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Osasimwinoba to effectively participate in the management of their forest reserve and 

to distribute Biomass Efficient Cook Stove in order to boost efforts of local women in 

reducing rate of deforestation resulting from fire wood fetching for cooking. 

The project seeks to correct the wrong notion that women can’t offer anything when it 

comes to managing the forest. Women from the community will be trained to be 

equipped to effectively manage their forest reserve. This is because Women in rural 

areas are more linked with natural resource use and conservation than men. Their 

traditional gender roles bring them in daily contact with natural resources such as land, 

water, forest and wildlife. When these resources are exploited and ruined, women suffer 

most. If they are wisely used in a sustainable way, women will benefit most.  
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Executive Summary  

The Project “Enhancing the Effective Management of Osasimwinoba Forest Reserve by 

Community Women” was implemented by the Community Research and Development 

Centre (CREDC) as part of her goal to ensures that people have access to safe and 

healthy environment and that environmental resources are managed in the most 

sustainable way to achieve socio-economic development of our communities 

especially the rural communities. The implementation was made possible by the 

supports from the Commonwealth Foundation.  

The Four-day workshop took place on the 27th of February through 1st of March, 2012. 

The workshop activity offered the opportunity to create awareness on the negative 

consequences of deforestation to the environment and to also build capacity into the 

local women of Osasimwinoba community to effectively manage their forest to ensure 

sustainability of the forest and its resources. 

Community women who participated in the four-day training workshop were giving 

certificate of participation at the end of the training. Ten (10) of these participants went 

home with Save 80 Efficient Cook Stoves. Topics treated during the workshop include; 

Environmental  Effect of Deforestation  by Mr. Jonathan Klutsey, Best Practices of Forest 

Management by Mr. Jonathan Klutsey, The role of Community Women in Forest 

Management by Mrs. Rita Iyke Uwake and Reducing Deforestation through the use of 

Efficient Cook stove (Save 80 Stove) by Mr. Nosakhare  Osagie 
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Four-Day Training Workshop 

Osasimwinoba community with an estimated population of 5,500 persons is one of the 

communities in Edo State bordering the Ehor Forest Reserve Area B Extension. However 

this forest resources which this community have in abundance have paved way for the 

high lumbering activities currently been witnessed in the community and if not checked, 

the community will in the next six (6) years lose its entire forest reserve. It was against this 

backdrop that CREDC with the support of the Commonwealth Foundation organized a 

four-day workshop on the 27th of February to 1st of March, 2012 to address the burning 

issue and to also build capacity into community women to effectively manage their 

forest reserve.  

Inception Workshop 

On the 27th of February 2012, an inception workshop was held to mark the 

commencement of the four-day training workshop at Bishop Kelly Pastoral Centre, 

Benin City. The ceremony began at about 12:15pm with an opening prayer after which 

dignitaries were welcomed to the high table. Amongst the dignitaries on the high table 

includes; Mr. G.O Okojie representing the commissioner for Environment, Rev. Dr. 

Ohonba representing the commissioner for information and orientation, Mr. Etiosa 

Uyigue (UNDP), Mr. Wilson Jonathan (Friends of the Earth Ghana), Mrs. Loveth Osula 

(women leader of Osasimwionba Community) and Mr. Bawo Kubeyinje representing 

the Director, National Centre for Energy and Environment. 

 

Dignitaries on the High Table 
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Opening Speech 

The opening speech was given by the secretary to the board of trustee of CREDC, Mr. 

Etiosa Uyigue (UNDP). Delivering his speech, Mr. Etiosa stated that the goal of CREDC is 

geared towards a sustainable management of the environment and its resources. He 

said that the Osasimwinoba workshop was timely as this will deliver the necessary 

information needed by the community women to play an active role in ensuring the 

sustainable management of their forest reserve. Mr. Etiosa also used the opportunity to 

talk about the ongoing solar project being implemented by CREDC with the support of 

UNDP-GEF small grant program. 

Goodwill Messages 

Good will messages were delivered by the representatives of the Commissioners who 

were unavoidably absent. Addressing the participants of the workshop, the 

representative of the Edo State Commissioner for Information Rev. Dr. Ohunba thanked 

CREDC for the initiative to train community women to do what is generally regarded as 

men’s business. He however told the women of Osasimwinoba community to take 

advantage of the opportunity to equip themselves so as to be able to manage their 

forest effectively. 

On his part, the representative of the Edo State Commissioner for Environment and 

Public utilities, Mr. G. O. Okojie told the participants to resist every persons or group of 

persons who come into their forest reserve to carry out illegal lumbering activities. He 

added that as the custodian of that forest reserve, they should do their best to preserve 

it for the next generation. Later, the workshop was declared open the commissioner for 

environment, represented by Mr. G.O. Okojie. 

 

Representatives of the Commssioners, Rev. Dr. Ohumba on the left sitting with Mr. Okojie 
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Section Two 

Technical Section 

The talk which was on the topic; Environmental Effect of Deforestation was delivered by 

Mr. Jonathan Wilson Klutsey(Oil Watch/Friends of the Earth Ghana). In his lecture, Mr. 

klutsey said that the forest was made to be a blessing to us and as such, must be 

treated with utmost care. He stressed that if deforestation is allowed to continue without 

corresponding reforestation, there are great consequences that will follow this and 

which has negative effect on our environment. Some of these consequences includes; 

excessive flooding, land slide, extreme temperature, destruction of biodiversity and 

food chain e.t.c. He therefore advice the government to make all necessary Legislative 

instrument in place to be made tighter in order to fully protect the forest. 

 

 

Mr. Klutsey given a talk during the technical section 
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Day Two 

Section One 

The following day been the 28th day of February, 2012 the venue for the workshop 

shifted to the compound of the village head of Osasimwionba community where the 

community women were trained on the Best Practices of Forest Management. This 

training was handled by Mr. Wilson Jonathan Klutsey from Friends of the earth Ghana. 

The Program manager of CREDC Mr. Ogbemudia Osamuyi Godfrey was the interpreter 

who helped to translate the lecture from English to bini which is the local dialect of the 

community people.  

 

Mr. Klutsey seating on the left and Mr. Ogbemudia on the right interpreting during the 

training workshop 

Addressing the women of the community, Mr. Klutsey told them to be very free with him 

as the problem of deforestation experienced here in Nigeria is the same with that of 

Ghana.  According to him, he said they need to know that this forest is very important 

to them in so many ways and as such must be managed carefully so as to protect and 

preserve it. He said that though the community is known as a farming community, but 

some bad practices which have in the time past endangered the forest and forest 

resources must be stopped. He asked the participants to name some of these practices 
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and some the practices named are bush burning as a method of land preparation for 

new planting season, cutting down of timbers/trees in the forest reserve for the purpose 

of new farm lands e.t.c. He however discouraged them from such activities as they are 

capable of destroying the forest and its resources.  

 

A Participant listing some bad Farming Practices 

Some of the best practices the women were taught includes; creation of Buffer Zones 

before the forest reserve to prevent encroachment by hunters and farmers, Controlled 

hunting activities within the forest reserve, setting target for cutting of trees which can 

be for a week or a month depending on the law on ground, Involvement of community 

persons in the making of forest laws, discouragement of the use of bad agricultural 

practices by farmers like bush burning e.t.c. He also made the women know some 

benefit of imbibing these practices as their culture to include; Improved standard of 

living, Source of livelihoods for community members and beyond, Source of tourist 

attractions, Prevent Pollution, Creates employment for community members (Mostly 

Youths) e.t.c. later the workshop when into the question and answer section.  
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Section Two 

This section was handled by Mr. Nosakhare. He spoke on the need for the community 

women to use efficient cooking method so as to reduce deforestation.  According to 

him, the use of efficient cook stoves like the save 80 can reduce the frequency of going 

to the forest to fell trees for fire wood thereby ensuring effective management of the 

forest and the sustainability of the forest that god blessed them with.   According to him, 

it will also reduce cooking time with little pieces of wood. Mr. Nosakhare told the 

women that with just few pieces of dry sticks, a family of fifteen (15) can be cooked for 

without stress in less than 30 minute.  

 

 

Mr. Nosakhare during his Presentation on the Save 80 stove 

 

According to him, if the stove is used with dry wood, there is little or no smoke emitted. 

He continued by saying that the  wonder box which is an attachment to the stove itself 

can finish cooking food that were cooked half way with the stove and also serve as a 

means of preserving  cooked food  to  stay hot for several hours.  
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Day Three 

Section One 

On the third day of the workshop, all the workshop participants assembled themselves 

earlier even before the normal kick off time. The trainer for the day was Mrs. Rita Iyke 

Uwake; Project Officer on Forest issues (Environmental Rights Action/Friends of the Earth 

Nigeria). The participants were trained on The Role of Community women in Effective 

Forest Management. 

  

Mrs.Rita Uwake during her Lecture       Crossection of workshop Participant 

Mr. Rita, who spoke in local bini dialect, told the community women that they have a 

lot to do to preserve and manage the forest God has given to them. She told them that 

they don’t need to do so by violence but by their voice. She said they have the power 

to influence their husbands who are decision makers in the community to stand and 

reject any attempt by multinationals who will want to buy forest reserve and turn them 

to plantations or persons who engage in illegal felling of trees. She told them that the 

only sets of persons that can really take care of the forest are the women because their 

daily family role brings them always closer to this forest.  
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Mrs. Rita Uweka told the women to be very vigilant and watch against some people, 

group or company who go about deceiving community people that they want to help 

them develop their forest and then end up chasing the community people out of the 

forest and their farm lands after cajoling the people to either sell or lease the forest to 

them after which, they cut down the trees and put plantation there (e.g. plantain 

plantation, palm oil plantation, rubber plantation etc). 

She gave an example of what happened in Iguobazuwa Community who also has a 

forest reserve in 2007. According to her, a former Governor of Edo State sold about 

3,500 hectares of Iguobazuwa forest reserve to Michelin Nigeria Limited (a French 

multinational company) and these hectares of forested land were converted to rubber 

plantation. since then, this have resulted to a clash/ scramble for farm land amongst 

other  11 communities surrounding the forest reserve thereby leading some farmers with 

no option than to commit suicide since their only source of livelihood has been taken.  

  

Cross section of Group A    Cross section of Group B 

 

After her talk, she later shared the women into two discussion groups where a leader 

was elected to coordinate their discussion. Each group had a CREDC staff attached to 

it for note taking due to the level of education of the women. A communiqué was 

jointly issued by the two groups on the workshop and the way forward. 
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Section Two 

Award of Workshop Certificate/Distribution of Save 80 Cook Stove 

At the end of the training workshop, certificate of participation were issued to the 

community women who participated in the training workshop. Also ten of the women 

benefited from the Save 80 cook stove. 

 

A Participant receiving her Certificate 

 

The ten beneficiaries of the Save 80 cook stoves and their black wonder box 
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Appendix 1 

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS 
 

Opening Ceremony for the Project “Enhancing Effective Management of Osasimwinoba Forest 

Reserve by Community Women” Holding at Bishop Kelly Pastoral Centre, Airport Road, Benin City 

 27
th

 February, 2012 

 

 

 

Time of Activity     Activities 

 

10:00-10:30   Arrival/Registration of Participants  

 

10:30-10:45   Arrival of Dignitaries  

 

10:45-10:50   the National Anthem 

   

10:50-11:15   Introduction of Special Guests  

 

11:15-11:30   Welcome Remarks by Mr. Etiosa Uyigue the Executive Director of  

    Community Research & Development Centre (CREDC) 

 

11:30-12:00   Goodwill Messages/Speeches 

    Commissioner for Information and Orientation  

    Commissioner for Environment and Public Utilities 

 

12:00-12:05 Opening Address for Workshop by the Commissioner for Environment 

and Public Utilities  

 

12:05-12:15   Group Photograph 

 

12:12-1:00   Tea Breaks 

 

01:00-01:40   Talk by Mr Klutsey Wilson 

 

01:40- 02:00   Questions & Answer/Vote of Thanks 

 

02:00-02:45   Lunch 
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Appendix2 

 

List of Participants for the Workshop 

 

S/N Names of Participants  Organization/Community 

1 Ajufoh Amanda  Female Action for Community Development 

2 Emovon Osafumwen  Female Society for women and Aids in Africa 

3 Iyengunmwena M.A  Female Health & Environ. Dev. Initiative 

4 Osamuyi Uhunamure  Female FORTRESS 

5 Anene O. Mercy female Osasimwionba Community 

6 Itohan Obanor Female Osasimwionba Community 

7 Caro Upkowana Female Osasimwionba Community 

8 Eunice Orupke Female Osasimwionba Community 

9 Mabel Nosakhare Female Osasimwionba Community 

10 Emezue Stella  Female RUPADI 

11 Mrs Helen Female Osasimwionba Community 

12 Mrs Omoruyi Abiodun Female Osasimwionba Community 

13 Carol Obasuyi Female Osasimwionba Community 

14 Rosely Dauda  Female FUNWIP 

15 Josphine Ogbe Female Osasimwionba Community 

16 Dolly Omoruyi Female Osasimwionba Community 

17 Iyobosa Dauda Female Osasimwionba Community 

18 Ogbede Helen Female Osasimwionba Community 

19 Mrs Kate Aiyeke Female Osasimwionba Community 

20 Elizabeth Iguma Female Osasimwionba Community 

21 Rita Ehiogie Oaghe Female Osasimwionba Community 
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22 Joy Esimiehe Female Osasimwionba Community 

23 Patricia A.Ossai Female Osasimwionba Community 

24 Princess F.Usiobaifo  Female FUNWIP 

25 Osamuyi Esther Igbiyoko Female Osasimwionba Community 

26 Adesina O.Sandra  Female Compassion Initiative for Dev 

27 Etuwewe V. N. Female Society for women and Aids(SWAAN) 

28 Charity Ogbebor Female Osasimwionba Community 

29 Julie Osunde Female Osasimwionba Community 

30 Joy Osazuwa Imayo Female Osasimwionba Community 

31 Okundaye Josephine  Female ASWHAN 

32 Margaret Ose Ekhartor Female Osasimwionba Community 

33 Hon Mrs.Florence Gbinigie E Female  

34 Agharese edevbaro Female Osasimwionba Community 

35 Adesuwa Ero Female ERA 

36 Rita  Uwake Female  ERA 

37 Mariann Bassey Female ERA 

38 Etiosa Uyigue Male CREDC 

39 Matthew Agho Male CREDC 

40 Okungbowa Golden Male CRED C 

41 Ogbemudia O. Godfrey Male  CREDC 

42 Paul Uyigue Male CREDC 

43 Eku valetine Male CREDC 

44 Esther Anene Female CREDC 

45 Lilian Female CREDC 

46 Dorris Ogbomwan Female CREDC 

47 Mr. Nosakhare Male Development Association for 

Renewable Energy 
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48 Edugbo Male Rural Health Society 

49 Eguavoen Imuetinian Female Osasimwinoba Community  

50 Elizabeth anene Female Osasimwinoba Community  

51 Odu gifty Female Community Research for safe health 

52 Tosin Obiuwevbi Female Osasimwinoba Community  

53 Prince Godwin Akenzua Male Osasimwinoba Community 

54 Pa. R.O Amanyo Male Osasimwinoba Community 

55 Pa Esere Male Osasimwinoba Community 

56 U.S.A Male Osasimwinoba Community 

57 Mr. Osazuwa Male Osasimwinoba Community 

58 Osadolor Erobor Male Osasimwinoba Community 

59 P.Olaye Male Osasimwinoba Community 

60 L Imafidon Male Osasimwinoba Community 

61 Mrs.G.I Uwughiaren Male Osasimwinoba Community 

62 Mrs. Osayande Female Osasimwinoba Community 

63 Mrs.Erhabor Agbons Female Osasimwinoba Community 

64 Mrs Ojo Female Osasimwinoba Community 

65 E.P Omozusi Female Osasimwinoba Community 

66 Imaria Female Osasimwinoba Community 

67 Olaye Stella Female Osasimwinoba Community 

68 Mrs.J Ekhorose Female Osasimwinoba Community 

69 Mrs. Amadasun Female Osasimwinoba Community 

70 Mrs Ammom Eghianruwa Female Osasimwinoba Community 

71 Mrs. Olaye Female Osasimwinoba Community 

72 Mrs. Osasuyi Female Osasimwinoba Community 

73 Mrs. Esther osagiator Female Osasimwinoba Community 

74 Mrs.Edobor Female Osasimwinoba Community 
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75 Mrs.Queen imariabe Female Osasimwinoba Community 

76 Miss Joy Uyiedo Female Osasimwinoba Community 

77 Mrs. E.E Osadolor Female Osasimwinoba Community 

78 Mrs. Ekogiawe Female Osasimwinoba Community 

79 Mrs Flourence Itua Female Osasimwinoba Community 

80 Mrs. D. Osaro Female Osasimwinoba Community 

81 Mr. Julius Ehiorobo Male  Osasimwionoba Community 

82 Mr. C. Okokobi Male  Osasimwionoba Community 

83 Mr David Male  Osasimwionoba Community 

84 Mr.Aimufua Male  Osasimwionoba Community 

85 Mr. H.O Amadin Male  Osasimwionoba Community 

86 Mrs. Ivie Female Osasimwinoba Community 

87 Mrs. O. Odubu Female Osasimwinoba Community 

88 Mrs. Kate Etiosa Female Osasimwinoba Community 

89 Mrs. P. Enoghayin Female Osasimwinoba Community 

90 Mrs. S. Osazee Female Osasimwinoba Community 

91 Mrs. O. Ohiegbonmwan Female Osasimwinoba Community 

92 Mrs. Osatohamwen Female Osasimwinoba Community 

93 Mrs. Asemota Female Osasimwinoba Community 

94 Mrs P. akpara Female Osasimwinoba Community 

95 Mrs. Iyeware Female Osasimwinoba Community 

96 Mrs. Osunobun Female Osasimwinoba Community 

97 Ms. K. Ihuezor Female Osasimwinoba Community 

98 Mrs. Osarumwense Female Osasimwinoba Community 

99 Mrs. Adaze Female Osasimwinoba Community 

100 Mrs Efe Female Osasimwinoba Community 

101 Mrs. Tina Obazee  Female Osasimwinoba Community 
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102 Mrs. Ilahuagbon Female Osasimwinoba Community 

103 Mrs. Mabel Oghogho Female Osasimwinoba Community 

104 Mrs. Pius Female Osasimwinoba Community 

105 Mrs Ogbalor Female Osasimwinoba Community 

106 Mrs gbekon Female Osasimwinoba Community 

107 Mrs. Temwanta Female Osasimwinoba Community 

108 Mrs. Irowa Female Osasimwinoba Community 

109 Mrs. ogbomwan Female Osasimwinoba Community 

110 Mrs. ekenomuomwan Female Osasimwinoba Community 

111 Mrs. Ibalegbe Female Osasimwinoba Community 

112 Mrs. aghafekokhian Female Osasimwinoba Community 

113 Mrs. Ero  Female Osasimwinoba Community 

114 Mrs. Aiyekhi Female Osasimwinoba Community 

115 Mrs. Enosabata Female Osasimwinoba Community 

116 Mrs. Christy  Hope Female Osasimwinoba Community 

117 Mrs. E. Aize Female Osasimwinoba Community 

118 Mrs. Egiaruoyi Female Osasimwinoba Community 

119 Mrs.S Osunde Female Osasimwinoba Community 

120 Mrs. Felicia Oko Female Osasimwinoba Community 

121 Mrs.Eweka Female Osasimwinoba Community 

122 Mrs. Iriomwen Female Osasimwinoba Community 

123 Mrs. Akpokpovbiosa Female Osasimwinoba Community 

124 Mrs Okundaye Female Osasimwinoba Community 

125 Mr Jonathan Klutsey Male Friends of the Earth Ghana 

 

 

 


